In the Chinese chronicle Chunqiu, which describes a partial (722 BC-481 BC) history of the Chunqiu Period (770 BC-403 BC), there are recorded 37 solar eclipse observations, starting in 720 BC and ending in 481 BC.
Introduction and Motivation
We wish to determine variations in the past of Earth's rotational velocity. This is important not only for astronomy and geophysics, but also for history. We use ancient solar eclipses for this purpose. Actually, we have basically two parameters by which the time and place of a particular eclipse are determined. In order to explain these, let us first introduce some notions. Homogeneously flowing time is denoted by TT, which is an abbreviation of Terrestrial Time. The time measured by the rotation of Earth is denoted by UT (Universal Time). Then, we denote the difference of these two as ΔT = TT UT:
This ΔT is one of the two parameters. We know that the difference was roughly 2 hours two thousand years ago. The other parameter is the acceleration of the motion of the Moon along its orbit. The tidal deceleration in the orbital motion of the Moon was derived as 25: 00 858 cy 2 by Chapront et al. (2002) from analyses of modern Lunar laser ranging measurements. It corresponds to the recession rate of about 3.8 cm yr 1 of the distance of the Moon from the Earth. In the past, the decrease rate might have been different. We expect that our research may more accurately determine the past values of these two parameters, and in turn determine more accurately the history of Earth's rotational variations and the lunar deceleration. The results can be used in the study of ancient history.
It is known that the eclipses of the Sun and the Moon and stellar occultations by the Moon are important for estimating ΔT . In particular, total solar eclipses play the role of a time mark in the Earth clock. We can reconstruct Earth's rotational velocity variations from historical eclipses. The number of historical records for the 8th century BC is extremely small. Stephenson (1997) expressed the variations of ΔT during this period with a fitted spline curve using Babylonian lunar eclipses. Unfortunately, the dispersion of the data around the spline curve is so large that we suspect that the spline fitting may conceal large-amplitude variations of shorter periods.
We turn our attention to the eclipses in the Chunqiu Period (770 BC-403 BC). Chunqiu ( ) is a Chinese chronicle that describes the history from 722 BC to 481 BC in the Chunqiu Period. The study of eclipses in Chunqiu has a long history. The first study, due to Liuxin ( ), had already appeared in the Wuxing-Zhi ( ) of Hanshu ( ), the history book for the Former Han Dynasty (202 BC-AD 8), originally written and published in the AD 1st century. In modern times, Shinjo (1928) published the 'Long Calendar of Chunqiu' ( ). Shinjo reconstructed the calendar of the Chunqiu Period based on the periodicity of 'ganzhi' (see table 1 , ) of eclipse records.
In order to better determine the values of ΔT , the total eclipses observed from known sites are the most useful. However, this type of record is rare. We are particularly interested in eclipse records that lack either ganzhi or a statement of the first day of the month, or both, among 37 solar eclipses recorded in Chunqiu. We call these eclipses target eclipses. These eclipses were from the beginning of the Han Period, suspected to be at sunrise or sunset (Hanshu, Wuxing-Zhi: Bangu 1962) . Watanabe (1979) , based on his astronomical calculations, found that some of them were eclipses at sunrise or sunset. However, the theory used in his calculation was of the 1920s, so his conclusion may contain systematic errors.
The purpose of the present paper is to actually show that these were eclipses at sunrise or sunset, and by way of this to give limits to the range of ΔT . We also discuss the meaning of a lack of descriptions.
The values of ΔT obtained from the same eclipse or contemporaneous eclipses should be identical or nearly identical. Fortunately, in some cases, there are records of total eclipses close to the years of the target eclipses. We will show that considering plural eclipses at a time we can obtain a narrower range of ΔT . We also point out the utility of non-total eclipses.
We here give four short remarks. BC years and minus years differ by one; that is, 1 BC corresponds to 0, 2 BC to 1, and so on. The European calendar adopted in this report is Julian. The modern ephemerides of the Sun and Moon that we use are DE406 (Standish 1998) . We omit the Chinese accents of the words in what follows.
Target Eclipses and Auxiliary Eclipses

Preceding Studies
In Chinese history, eclipse records were fundamental for determining future (luni-solar) calendars. In particular, solar eclipses should take place on the first day of the month. So, royal astronomers had the duty to record the serial number of the day in the month, in addition to the 60-day cycle day number (ganzhi). A latter tradition goes back to even earlier ages. However, some Chunqiu eclipse records lack information on the serial day number in the month or the day number of the 60-day cycle, or both. These facts were already the subject of discussion in books edited in the fourth century BC, Zuoshi-Zhuan ( ), Gongyang-Zhuan ( ), and Guliang-Zhuan ( ). Hanshu, Vol. 27, Wuxing-Zhi, Vol. 7 of Zhi (Bangu 1962) says the following:
(01) Duke Yin ( ) reign period, third year, second month, jisi [6], the Sun was eclipsed. Guliang-Zhuan says that the ganzhi was recorded, but it was not recorded whether it was on the first day of the month or not, and that this is because the eclipse took place on the last day of the month. Gongyang-Zhuan says that the eclipse was on the second day of the month. Shiji (Sima Qian , 90 BC) says that as for (solar) eclipses (in Chunqiu), some say that these took place on the first day of the month, but actually these took place on other days; others say that even if not written as they occurred on the first day, these occurred on the first day; still others say simply that the astronomers lost ganzhi and/or the cyclic day number when these were not written. (03) Duke Huan ( ) reign period, seventeenth year, tenth month, first day, the Sun was eclipsed. Guliang-Zhuan says that 'shuo' ( , the new Moon) is written in the record, but the cyclic day number is not, and hence the eclipse took place on the second day of the month. (04) Duke Zhuang ( ) reign period, eighteenth year, third month, the Sun was eclipsed. Guliang-Zhuan says that the record has neither the cyclic day number nor 'shuo', and that this is because the eclipse took place at night. The present historian guesses that the conjunction of the Sun and Moon was in the night of the first day of the month, and during the next morning, the Sun rose eclipsed by the Moon, and after sunrise the eclipse was over. We call this the 'night eclipse'. Gongyang-Zhuan says that the eclipse was on the last day of the month. [Translated by K. Tanikawa from the Japanese translation by Kotake (1977, p. 229).] In the above, (01), (03), and (04) are the serial numbers of eclipse data in table 2. Now at this point, we summarize how three Zhuans thought of the target eclipses. From (01), in Guliang-Zhuan, if the (cyclic) day number exists and 'shuo' is lacking, the eclipse was taken to be that which occurred on the last day of the month, whereas in Gongyang-Zhuan, it was on the second day of the month. From (03), in Guliang-Zhuan, if 'shuo' exists and the cyclic day number is lacking, the eclipse was taken to be that which occurred on the second day of the month.
From (04), in Guliang-Zhuan, the eclipse without both 'shuo' and the cyclic day number was considered to be a night eclipse. In Gongyang-Zhuan, the eclipse was taken to be that The first row is the serial number, the second shows the Oppolzer number, the third is the year, month, and day of month in the Julian calendar, the fourth is the Chinese year, month, day of the Chunqiu era, the fifth, sixth, and seventh columns represent the understanding of the target eclipses due to Zuoshi-Zhuan, Gongyang-Zhuan, and Guliang-Zhuan; the eighth column shows the interpretation of Liuxin; the ninth column shows Watanabe's interpretation. denotes that the data is not written. 'lost' means that the data is lost. '2nd' means the second day of the month, while 'last' the last day of the month. which occurred on the last day of the month. These interpretations are listed in the sixth and seventh columns of table 2.
In the case of Zuoshi-Zhuan, there is a comment only on the data (01). The Zhuan says that the data without either 'shuo' or the cyclic day number, or without both is due to the fact that the royal astronomers forgot to record it. Hanshu reproduces this interpretation of Zuoshi-Zhuan. Hanshu summarizes the eclipses in Chunqiu as follows:
There were twelve Dukes in the Chunqiu Period (722 BC-481 BC), and the Period continued for two hundred and forty two years, during which there were 36 solar eclipses. Guliang-Zhuan calculates that there were 26 eclipses on the first day of the month, 7 eclipses on the last day; 2 were the night eclipses and one was on the second day. Gongyang-Zhuan calculates that there were 27 eclipses on the first day of the month, 7 eclipses on the second day; two were on the last day. Zuoshi-Zhuan calculates that there were 16 eclipses on the first day of the month, 18 eclipses on the second day; one was on the last day, and two were without a cyclic day number. (Kotake 1977, p. 229) .
It is to be noted that the author of the Hanshu thought [Vol. 62,  that the number of eclipses was 36, whereas the author of Zuoshi-Zhuan thought that it was 37.
It seems that the number of eclipses on the first day in Zuoshi-Zhuan is too small. The problem proposed by the above summary is related to the calendar system of the Chunqiu Period. Gongyang-Zhuan and Guliang-Zhuan proposed a definite rule of the second-day eclipses, the last-day eclipses, and the night eclipses. Our purpose is to obtain a clear-cut conclusion concerning the astronomical reason related to this rule. Nōda and Yabuuti (1947) introduced the calculation of Liuxin in Hanshu. We list Liuxin's interpretation in the eighth column of table 2. Watanabe (1958) , based on the theory of Schoch (1927) , calculated the time in the day of the Chunqiu eclipses. From this calculation, he concluded that eclipses (01), (14), and (19) were at sunrise, while eclipse (09) was at sunset. Eclipse (04) was almost at sunset based on the same calculation. However, he does not say anything about the eclipse. Later, Saito and Ozawa (1992) added eclipse (04) to the member of eclipses at sunset. They, in addition, added eclipse (22) as an eclipse at sunset by changing the date from the Duke Xiang ( ) reign period, twenty first year, tenth month, gengchen [17] , shuo to Duke Xiang ( ) reign period, twenty sixth year, tenth month, gengchen [17] , the last day of the month.
In the present paper, we treat eclipses (01), (04), (09), (14), and (19) by a method developed by us, and decided whether these were eclipses at sunrise or sunset, and using these results obtained better ranges of ΔT . In the final section, we discuss the meaning of our results.
Target Eclipses and Observing Sites
There are ten target eclipses. These are included in table 2. In what follows, we do not treat all of these eclipses. Our actual targets are eclipses (01), (04), (09), (14), and (19). We will explain in Discussion why we do not consider eclipses (03), (10), (11), (13), and (15).
Auxiliary Eclipses
We have been using plural observations of solar eclipses in order to determine narrower ranges of ΔT (Tanikawa & Sôma 2004a , 2004b . In the present paper, we adopt the same procedure. We select one to several eclipses around a target eclipse, and call them auxiliary eclipses. We simultaneously consider the target and auxiliary eclipses, make the Sôma Diagram (see section 3 for explanation), and look for a narrower range of ΔT . In addition, we confirm that the coefficient of the lunar tidal term is within˙1 00 cy 2 of the present value obtained from lunar laser ranging observations.
Preparations
In the following section, we carry our calculations for individual eclipses, and obtain the ranges of ΔT . We here prepare for the calculations. We assume that all observations of eclipses were done in Qufu ( ), the capital of Lu ( ), a feudal province, since Chunqiu is the chronicle of Lu. Watanabe (1958, p. 351) suggested that eclipse (13) (Duke Xuan reign period, eighth year, seventh month) might have been observed at a place other than Qufu, because the magnitude in Qufu was 0.87 according to his calculation based on the Schoch theory. This may be possible. However, if we admit variable observation sites, then two more free parameters (longitude and latitude of the site) are added. We do not consider this possibility. We fix the observation site to Qufu.
Let us introduce a diagram contrived by M. Sôma. We take as the abscissa the correction to the coefficient of the timesquare term in the lunar longitude (arcsec century 2 ) or, in short, the correction to the tidal term, and take as the ordinate the value of ΔT . We plot on this plane curves of the boundary of eclipse(s) observed at sites of known positions. It is cumbersome to call this figure from its property. We The meaning of columns are from the left, the serial number in Chunqiu; the Oppolzer number; the year, month, and day in the Julian calendar; the year, month, day, and ganzhi of the Chunqiu Period; interpretations of Watanabe (1958) , and Wangtao (Shinjo 1928) . denotes that the data is not written. ' ' means the first day of the month. ' ' means (that the eclipse was) total.
simply call this a Sôma Diagram. The positions on Earth's surface of the eclipse band depend on these parameters. Note that the correction to the coefficient of the time-square term in the lunar longitude is half of the correction to the lunar tidal acceleration. The present value of the lunar tidal acceleration is 25: 00 86 cy 2 (Chapront et al. 2002) . The utility of the Sôma Diagram is that contemporaneous eclipses can be expressed in the same diagram, and hence the possible ranges of the correction to the tidal term and ΔT are obtained as the intersections of plural bands.
In order to make the Sôma Diagram the boundaries of the ΔT values for any solar eclipse at a known site are calculated for each correction, Δc, to the coefficient of the timesquare term in the lunar longitude by adding the correction to the calculated apparent lunar longitude, 0 , of the Moon from DE406 by the following equation:
where is the apparent longitude of the Moon used in the calculations of the eclipses and T is the time from the epoch J2000. Note that when one introduces the correction Δc T 2 to the lunar longitude, it is possible that one also needs corrections of the terms expressed as Δa + Δb T , but since the time of the eclipses that we deal with are far from the present, the effect of the terms Δa + Δb T is insignificant compared to that of the term Δc T 2 , and hence we can neglect the correction Δ a + Δb T .
According to Sôma et al. (2004) , the present value of the coefficient of the time-square term in lunar longitude may be consistently extended to the past two thousand years. Basically in the present work, we adopt the present value. Nevertheless, our analysis shows that there is an uncertainty of˙1 00 century 2 . We thus keep in mind that the value of the lunar tidal acceleration is still uncertain within this error, and always use the Sôma Diagram for a confirmation.
The method adopted in the present paper has been developed in Tanikawa and Sôma (2002 , 2004a , 2004b , Sôma et al. (2004) , and Kawabata et al. (2004) . In this method, plural phenomena are used to simultaneously determine the range of ΔT for the year or years of the observation. In the present paper, the eclipses which will be the object of analysis are called target eclipses, and the other contemporaneous eclipses will be called auxiliary eclipses. Auxiliary eclipses do not necessarily exist in the close neighborhood in the sense of time of the target eclipse. Here, we estimate the errors due to the difference of years of observation. We use as a reference a curve proposed by Stephenson (1997) ,
According to this formula, ΔT decreases by 16 s yr 1 on average during 700 BC through 600 BC. We adopt this value to estimate the errors of the obtained ΔT . It is to be noted that if we use an auxiliary eclipse observed with n years apart, then the errors are n 16 s.
An intuitive explanation of the effect of ΔT is that, for a fixed year, month, and day, the eclipse band shifts to the east if ΔT is larger, while it shifts to the west if ΔT is smaller. On the other hand, the effect of a difference in the lunar tidal acceleration is difficult to explain intuitively. However, basically, the eclipse band moves to the west if the correction to the adopted tidal term is positive, and to the east otherwise.
We define what is the eclipse at sunrise and the eclipse at sunset in Qufu.
Conditions for a sunrise eclipse:
If the observation site is in the region bounded by curve ADCE in figure 1, the Sun rises while being eclipsed. If, in addition, the site is to the right of arc ABC, the maximum obscuration is observable, whereas if the site is to the left, the maximum obscuration takes place below the horizon.
Conditions for sunset eclipse:
If the observation site is in the region bounded by curve HKJL, the Sun sets while being eclipsed. If, in addition, the site is to the left of arc HIJ, the maximum phase of the eclipse can be observed, whereas if the site is to the right of the arc, the maximum obscuration takes place below the horizon.
In determining the range of ΔT using the supposed sunrise eclipses or sunset eclipses, we need some remarks. In the case of an eclipse at sunrise, the upper limit of ΔT is given rather strictly because for a larger ΔT the eclipse ends when the Sun is fully seen. The lower limit of ΔT is not so clear-cut. In the case of a sunset eclipse, the situation is reverse.
If the eclipse takes place in the arctic region, either arc AFH or arc CGJ does not exist. In these cases, some points of subtleties appear. We do not go into any details.
Target eclipses were surely observed. So the cases in which the Sun rises after the eclipse or the eclipse starts after the sunset are out of our consideration. denotes a lack of data.
Individual Eclipses
As shown in the above list, the record of the target eclipse lacks a statement of 'shuo'. The auxiliary eclipse is considered to be total in Qufu. Two eclipses observed 11 years apart. So, the errors of our method amount to˙200 s. The range of ΔT is given as a function of the correction to the tidal term in tables 5 and 6 for the target and auxiliary eclipses. In table 5, the values of the second, third, and fourth columns represent the values of ΔT at which the eclipse starts at sunrise, at maximum obscuration, and the eclipse ends at sunrise. Figure 2 shows how to determine the ranges of ΔT and the lunar tidal coefficient (or its correction to the present value). As pointed out above, the two eclipses are 11 years apart, so errors of˙200 s are included. The band in the Sôma Diagram for the target eclipse contains the band for the total eclipse for a wide range of (correction to) the lunar tidal term. In particular, foṙ 1 00 cy 2 it is true. This means that as long as the auxiliary eclipse was total, the target eclipse was an eclipse at sunrise. Adopting the present value of the coefficient of the lunar tidal term (in figure 2, this corresponds to zero of the abscissa value) the range of ΔT is given by 20153 s Ä ΔT Ä 21094 s .width 941 s/:
In addition, the range is below the central dotted curve, which means that the maximum obscuration was observed after sunrise. As can be seen in the above list, we have four auxiliary eclipses within 20 years of the target eclipse. Four eclipses were all partial because the word 'total' does not exist. Thus, in the Sôma Diagram, the conditions for these eclipses are out of the total-eclipse bands.
675 April 15: Eclipse at Sunset
For all eclipses, the range of ΔT for a given correction to the tidal term is given as in tables 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11. In the case of table 7, the value of ΔT corresponds to the obscuration starting at sunset (Min), to the maximum obscuration at sunset, and to the obscuration ending at sunset (Max). The resulting Sôma Diagram is figure 3.
The candidate areas are between the thick parallel lines and out of the several parallel curves. By adopting the present value of the coefficient of the lunar tidal term, we have two separate ranges of ΔT , as shown by the two thick lines in figure 3, Parentheses indicate that the eclipse ended at sunset. Parentheses indicate that the eclipse ended at sunset. 15810 s < ΔT < 17193 s or (5) 18526 s < ΔT Ä 20686 s:
Let us check which of these ranges are appropriate. We obtained the range of ΔT for the year 708, 20153 s < ΔT < 21094 s, as given in inequality (4). The time difference is 30 years. Thus, the difference of ΔT may be at most 500 s. Then, the second range is preferable, since otherwise we need to consider a 4000 s jump during 30 years.
The auxiliary eclipse in 654 gives almost the same condition for ΔT as the eclipse in 668 for the zero correction to the LTT (Lunar Tidal Term). We can thus dispense with the eclipse in 654. In this case, the maximum time difference becomes twelve years, and the results become more reliable.
As a conclusion, we obtain as a candidate range of ΔT :
This range is consistent with the ranges for the other target eclipses. This means that the probability that the eclipse was at sunset is very high. The above table gives two auxiliary eclipses. The first one (08) was already used in the preceding subsection. The second one is the record of an eclipse observed either in Paros or Thasos. Both are cities in islands of the Aegean sea. The most interesting feature of the eclipse is that the eclipse was observed both in China and Greece.
This was recorded in a poem of Archilochus. No date was written. We need to identify this eclipse with the one in Oppolzer's Canon (Oppolzer 1887) . Fortunately, according to Fotheringham (1920) , the poet was known to have stayed in Paros or Thasos on the day of the eclipse. Newton (1970) and Stephenson (1997) listed several eclipses as its candidates. Stephenson (1997) calculated ΔT for these eclipses. Unfortunately, he had no further criterion to choose one among others. He concluded that in either Paros or Thasos, there took place a total solar eclipse, and selected the eclipse on 647 April 6, as the most probable candidate. Our conclusion is more definite.
For each given value of the correction to lunar tidal term, the range of ΔT is given in tables 12 and 13. For the data of eclipse (08), see table 11. The format of the table is the same as before. The corresponding Sôma Diagram is shown in figure 4 .
It is apparent that we could not have total eclipses in both Paros and Thasos. At zero correction to the present LTT, We have two separate ranges of ΔT . If we adopt Thasos, then we can impose on additional restriction on the range of ΔT that the eclipse in 654 was not total in Qufu.
The two ranges are:
19409 s Ä ΔT Ä 20402 s for Paros, (8) 18353 s < ΔT Ä 19235 s for Thasos.
In either case, the target eclipse satisfies the condition of sunset and the range of ΔT is less than 1000 s. In addition, both cases are plausible. We cannot say which is better. As shown in the above list, we have two auxiliary eclipses within 14 years.
598 March 6: Eclipse at Sunrise
The record says that eclipse (13) was total. Watanabe (1958) and Saito and Ozawa (1992) said that this was not total. The total eclipse in 584 in Asia Minor was a famous eclipse, which was said to be predicted by Thales. Stephenson (1997) does not specify the observation site. Özel and Kacar (2007) said that the observation site is Pteria. We adopt this idea.
For each given value of the correction to the LTT, the ranges of ΔT are given in tables 14, 15, and 16. The format is the same as before. We show the corresponding Sôma Diagram in figure 5. As can be seen in the figure, the range for the target eclipse and the range for eclipse (13) do not overlap for the zero correction to LTT. This means that if the eclipse in 600 was total, then the eclipse in 598 could not be observed, since the eclipse took place just below the horizon. Conversely, if the eclipse in 598 was observable at sunrise, then the eclipse in 600 was not total in Qufu, but almost total. The eclipse in 598 was surely observed. We thus consider that the eclipse in 600 was almost total. This idea is strengthened if we add the eclipse in 584 observed in Pteria in the figure. In fact, the The band with dashed lines is for a total eclipse on 600 September 20 in Qufu. The band with a dot-long dash lines is for 584 May 28 in Pteria. This vertical interval is the candidate range of ΔT . For a reference, the total eclipse band for the eclipse 548 June 19 is added (a folded band in the figure). Here, SR stands for sunrise, and T for total. total eclipse band of this eclipse in Pteria overlaps the sunrise condition of the eclipse in 598. The errors are about˙200 s due to the year difference 14. Let us consider the possibility that these three eclipses were observed as the records tell us. In order to realize it, the bands for 598 and 600 must overlap. If we move to the right in figure 5 , that is, if we take the correction to the LTT to be large, this can be realized. However, the eclipse band for (24) superposed in figure 5 indicates that the correction should be less than 1 00 cy 2 in order that this eclipse was total in Qufu. The overlap is negligibly small. The correction to the LTT is affected little in this case.
The eclipse in 647 satisfies the condition of zero correction. This also strengthens our conclusion. Another possibility is that the observation site may have been different. We do not have any information on this, so we neglect this case. We may conclude that the eclipse in 600 was not total in Qufu.
If the correction to the LTT is zero, the eclipse in 600 was almost total, and the eclipse in 584 was total in Pteria; then, the range of ΔT is given by
The calculated maximum magnitude in Qufu of the eclipse of 600 September 20 is given in table 17. The eclipse in 584 in Pteria can be considered to be total. This is consistent with the sunrise eclipse in 598 in Qufu. As shown in the above list, there were two auxiliary eclipses within nine years. According to the records, eclipse (24) was total, whereas eclipse (23) was partial.
For each value of the corrections to the LTT, the range of ΔT is given in tables 18, 19, and 20. The meaning of the tables is the same as before. The corresponding Sôma Diagram is shown in figure 6 . According to figure 6, the area of the intersection of the eclipse bands of the target eclipse and the total eclipse of 548 is rather large due to the form of the eclipse band of eclipse (24). As before, the zero correction to the LTT is included in the area. That the correction should be less than 1 00 cy 2 has already been mentioned before. The non-totality of eclipse (23) gives additional restriction to the range of ΔT by 1000 s. We, as before, adopt the range of ΔT for the zero correction to the LTT as
ΔT Curve
Let us compare our ranges of ΔT with those fitted by Stephenson (1997) [equation (3) of section 3]. Figure 7 shows that two results almost coincide. However, it is apparent that the change of ΔT is not along a parabolic curve. As can be seen in the figure, ΔT is closer to Stephenson's value if we adopt Thasos, whereas the value deviates from Stephenson's if we adopt Paros. The value of ΔT in 598 might prefer Paros in 648. Stephenson (1997) . The solid curve represents the change of ΔT expected due to the angular-momentum conservation of the Earth-Moon system.
We have already pointed out on several occasions that there can be variations of a shorter period in the ΔT curve. We show in figure 8 our preliminary result for the ΔT variations of wider periods.
Discussions
Other Eclipses Which Have a Lack of Data
There remain five eclipses that lack information on the date or 'shuo'. These are eclipses (03), (10), (11), (13), and (15) in tables 1 and 20. Let us examine these eclipses one by one.
Eclipse (03) took place on 694 October 10. Watanabe (1958) considered that the cyclic day number was simply missed. According to our calculation, this eclipse would have occurred at sunset if ΔT ' 17000 s. This value is inconsistent with the ranges of ΔT given by the eclipses on 719 February 22 and on 675 April 15, though it was close to the sunset eclipse.
Eclipse (10) is judged to be a non-eclipse by Watanabe, because no corresponding Oppolzer's eclipse exists. Saito and Ozawa (1992) changed the date to 650 June 7, and suggested that this eclipse was at sunset. We can confirm this with the range of ΔT being close to that for eclipse (09).
Eclipse (11) took place on 625 February 3. The record has 'shuo' in Gongyang-Zhuan. Our calculation says that this eclipse was neither at sunrise nor at sunset. According to Shinjo (1928, p.250) , an old version of Gongyang-Zhuan has no 'shuo' for this eclipse. He adopts that the eclipse took place on the last day of the month, contrary to the descriptions of Zuoshi-Zhuan. These ideas have already been proposed by Chinese scholars, such as Jiangyong ( ) of Qing ( ) dynasty (Shinjo 1928, p. 256) .
Eclipse (11) took place in the daytime according to our calculation. In the record, 'shuo' is missing, whereas 'total' exists. We will make use of the latter fact in Conclusion.
Eclipse (15) does not have a corresponding Oppolzer eclipse. According to Shinjo (1928, p. 284 (Chalmers, 1865) , there was an eclipse on that day in China, but I do not like to rescue the record by changing the year of the record. (Translation from Japanese to English is by K. Tanikawa.)
Shinjo was not sympathetic to this alteration. Let us examine whether this eclipse was either at sunrise or sunset. Figure 9 shows the result. The figure is almost the same as the figures in subsection 4.4 for eclipse (14) . The figure strongly suggests that the eclipse was at sunrise. Therefore, Wangtao's alteration is justifiable.
As a tentative conclusion, we may say that eclipses without the word 'shuo' are those at sunrise or sunset. There is two exceptions among nine: eclipses (11) and (13). Facts advantageous to our conclusion are that eclipse (13) accompanies word 'total' and eclipse (11) has 'shuo' according to Guliang-Zhuan.
Paros or Thasos
In subsection 4.3, we mentioned that Stephenson (1997, p. 341) raised several candidates for the eclipse versified by Archilochus, taking into account the preceding studies. Stephenson (1997, p. 341 ) listed other than 647 April 6, the eclipses on 690 July 28, 656 April 15, 645 September 8, and 636 August 29 which were seen as total in Paros or Thasos, and gave the ranges of ΔT .
The additional four eclipses give quite different ranges of ΔT . We thus conclude that these were not the eclipse that Archilochus saw. Newton (1970) listed eclipses on 688 January 11, 661 January 12, 660 January 27, and 656 April 15. Among them, the eclipse on 688 January 11 gives us a wide range of ΔT . Stephenson (1997) omitted this eclipse because it was annular. The remaining eclipses do not give appropriate ranges of ΔT . Thus, the eclipse on 647 April 6 is a unique candidate for the eclipse of Archilochus.
Relations between Lack of Data and Sunrise, Sunset
Starting from the fact that there were almost no lack of data in the latter half of the Chunqiu records, Shinjo discussed the setting up of the Chinese calendar system during this period. According to our calculation, however, eclipses of the latter half of the Chunqiu are not eclipses at sunrise or sunset. This may mean that the lack of information is not related to the setting up of the calendar system.
Gongyang-Zhuan and Guliang-Zhuan recorded as eclipses at the last day or the second day of the month the eclipses which have been judged by us to take place at sunrise or sunset. This may be important to reconstruct the calendar system of Chunqiu Period. The problem is whether dusk or dawn belongs to today, tomorrow, or yesterday. In Vol. 7, Wuxing-zhi, Vol. 27 of Hanshu (Bangu 1962) , there is a record: Duke Zhuang reign period, eighteenth year, third month, eclipse [eclipse (04) in table 2]. It is written (Bangu 1962 or Kotake 1977 The historian guesses that the conjunction was at night. The next day, the Sun rised eclipsed, and the eclipse finished after sunrise. This is said to be a night eclipse.
(Tanslation to Enghlish is due to K. Tanikawa.) The historian of Hanshu interpreted that the night eclipse in the Guliang-Zhuan was an eclipse at sunrise. The historian did not consider the possibility that the eclipse was at sunset. In fact, this was an eclipse at sunset.
The terms 'eclipse at sunrise' and 'eclipse at sunset' appeared in Xin Wudaishi ( ). However, it is clear that the notion was already in the period of the Han Dynasty. Even Guliang-Zhuan might have called an 'eclipse at sunrise' or 'eclipse at sunset' a night eclipse. In that case, modern usage of 'night eclipse', meaning an eclipse that takes place on the night side of Earth may be different from the historical usage.
Conclusions
In the present paper, we have taken up eclipse records without 'shuo' or the cyclic day number or both, calculated the range of ΔT given by these eclipses, and checked whether Watanabe's supposition that these are the eclipses at sunrise or sunset, and obtained narrower ranges of ΔT compared with preceding studies.
We have several results:
(1) The following eclipses were eclipses at sunrise or sunset in Qufu, the capital of Lu: There are two candidate ranges of ΔT for the year 647. The variations of ΔT are smaller if we choose Paros.
(3) In the present paper, we use auxiliary eclipses to make narrower the candidate ranges of ΔT . There is no doubt that total eclipses are most useful. However, data such as 'nontotal', 'at sunrise', and 'at sunset' turn out to be useful in some cases.
(4) We again confirmed that the correction to the lunar tidal term is less than 1 00 cy 2 , since 720 BC, as shown in figure 5 . (5) The lack of data in the records of eclipses turns out to have important meaning. In particular, the lack of 'shuo' corresponds to eclipses at sunrise or sunset. The lack of a cyclic day number is not important.
As a result, the change from the 'Duke Xuan ( ) reign period, seventeenth year, sixth month, guimao [40] ' to 'Duke Xuan ( ) reign period, seventh year, sixth month, guimao[40]' seems plausible.
Then, we finally summarise as follows: (i) Five eclipses out of ten were at sunrise or sunset.
(ii) Two erroneous records may correspond to the real observations if the dates are changed. 
